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Steven A. Herma
Assistant Administ a or

FROM:TO:

Assistant Administrators
Regional Administrators
Deputy Assistant Administrators
Regional Counsels
OECA Office DirectL:s and Division Directors

On May 31, 1994, the Administrator commissioned an effort to
follow up on the issues raised by the Regional Impacts Task Force
(RITF) regarding the division of roles and responsibility between
the Reqions' and Headquarters .n the enforcement and compliance
assurance proqram. The principal area which needed further
d~scussion regarded the management of civil judicial and
administrative cases. The specific question to be addressed
concerned the nature and extent of Headquarters involvement in
case development and litigation.

A small work group, which included personnel- from CECA, the
Regions, and OGC, was formed to underta-ke this follow-up ef,fort.
The work group approached its assignment in two phases. Phase 1
has focussed on the roles issue in the regulatory enforceme~t
context; Phase 2 will examine the issue in the Superfund context.
Phase 1, on which the work group has completed its work, is the
subject of this memorandum; Phase 2 will be brought to closure in
the near term.

The RITF provided a basic framework for the
Headquarters/Regional relationship in the case management arena,
concluding that Headquarters involvement was appropriate in a
number of contexts: a) cases or issues that rise to a level of
national attention; b) multi-regional cases against the same
company; c) national initiative cases. The RITF Report'
encouraged redelegation of authority for matters that are not of
national import. The relevant portions of the RITF Report are
attached to this memorandum as Attachment A. Also attached to
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this me~orandum are supple~ental guidance developed by the"'
follow-up work group (Attachment B), giving further definition to
the concept of "national significance," and a new redelegation of
authority to the R~gions that 'builds on the work of the RITF and
reflects the views of the work group (Attachment ~). .-

This memorandum and its attachments, taken together,
establish the general' framework and guidance that the Agency will.hereafter 

follow in the processing and management of civil
regulatory enforcement cases. .The effective date for
i~plementation of this new approach will be October 1,1994'. In
the meantime, we will be developing further the auditing concept
outlined below and visiting the Regions to discuss expectations
regarding implementation. .

A NEW APPROACH TO OVERSIGHT

As articulated by the RITF, the' fundamental role of CECA is
to provide overall leadership' in the enforcement and compliance
assurance arena. This leadership role ..las a number of different
facets, including devising the national strategy for the progra~,
addressing matters of national policy and concern, ensuring
national consistency, ensuring the development of regulations and
laws that are clear and enforceable, representing the Agency
before the Congress and with other agencies, and ensuring
effective impl"ementation of the Agency'~' enforcement and
compliance assurance program. .

Although, as discussed further below, there are significant
benefits associated with Headquarters involvement in cases, case
involvement has been historically used by Headquarters at least
in part asa means of overseeing Regional implementation of EPA's
enforcement program. The principal vehicle for effecting this
oversight has been the requirement that Headquarters formally
concur on all Regional settlements of civil judicial matters,
whether or not those matters raise issues of national'concern.
This concurrence process has been criticized for increasing' .
'.transaction costs, causing processing delays, and diverting.
Headquarters and Regional staff attention from other, more'
compelling work.

with this wemorandum, and in keeping with the principles of
empowerment, reinvention, and accountability, we are
fun9amentally reorienting our approach to Regional oversight.
The new approach has the following features:

0 Value-added approach to case involvement --Headquarters
involvement in cases will operate according to the Itvalue
added" principle. Under this principle, Headquarters staffwill 

be involved in cases when the case or the program at
large will benefit from such involvement (see below for.
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further 

discussion).

0 Focus on "nationally siqniticant" matters and issues --
The concurrence process will no longer be used for. purposes
of routine oversight. Instead, it will be reserved for -
cases or issues which call for Headquarters sign-off because
of their national significance --~, because they are
national in terms of their impact.or attention, are
sensitive in nature, raise unresolved policy issues,
establish an important precedent, arise in an area where
national consistency is of paramount importance (L..9:.L, ,ShellQil, 

where an adverse legal decision raised major
programmatic concerns under RCRA), or otherwise affect the
overall program. The new approach eliminates the
distinctions between administrative and judicial cases, as
cases in either forum can be nationally significant and can
raise issues of national consequence. Attachment B provides
specific examples of nationally significant matters:
Because of its unique national perspective and its role as
policy-maker and national "voice" for the enforcement and
compliance assurance program, Headquarters ~taff ,involvement
during the pendency of the litigation and ultimately the'
AA/OECA's review and sign-off in these circumstances adds
value to program implementation and is essential to
effective program implementation and public accountability.

0 Redeleqation of 'authority --Regional ~iv '.1 judicial and
administrative cases which seek a bottom line pen~ltyl of
less than $500,000 will be presumed to not be nationallysignificant. 

Accordingly, consistent with the attacheddelegation, 
I am redelegating to the Regional Counsel the

AA's authority to concur on settlements undertaken by the
Regional Administrator (or Regional Division Director, where
the RA's authority has been redelegated); provided such
settlements adhere to national policy and guidance and do
not raise issues of national significance. The Regional
Counsel will, in'the first instance and in keeping with this
guidance, make and document the determination whether such a
matter raises an issue of national significance. Judicial
and administrative cases involving a bottc:>m line penalty of
$500,000 or more assume a sufficient national profile so as
to be presumptively nationally significant and will be

lUnder the Agency's penalty policies, this generally means
recovery of the economic benefit of noncompliance plus a gravitycomponent. 

Where the Region has not prepared a bottom" line
penalty before filing an administrative case, cases will be
presumed to be nationally significant if the proposed penalty
sought in the complaint to be filed is greater than or equal to$500.000. .
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reserved for the AA/OECA's concurrence.2

0 Flexible involvement --Flexibility is built into theredelegation. 
I_f a nationally significant issue arises in a

case with a bottom line penalty under the $500,000-threshold, 
the delegation will require the Region to consult

with the appropriate division in the Office of Regulatory
Enforcement (ORE) in OECA; OECA would, at the Division
Director level, then have the authority to opt in for"
purposes of concurrence if appropriate.3 For the $500,000
and over cases, the redelegation w,ould give OECA, at the
Office Director level, the authority to opt out for purposes
of concurrence if, for.exa~ple, there are no issues of
national significance and the case is not likely to assume a"national 

profile.
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0 Differential oversight --The case-by-case approach to--
oversight will be replaced with a systematic approach to
accountability which will include, at a minimum, periodic
auditing of regional compliance with the requiremer:l'- ; of theredelegation, 

regular docket reviews, and after-the-fact
review of regional decision documents. Reg~onal Counsel
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~he delegations that are currently in place for
administrative penalty actions under, e.g., the Clean Water Act'
(2-52-A), the Clean Air Act (7-6-A), RCRA Subtitle J ("8--.3), and"
TSCA (12-2-A), reserve the CECA Assistant Administrator's
authority in "multi-Regional cases, cases of national
significance or nationally ~anaged programs." Consequently, the
approach outlined in this memorandum for administrative cases is
consistent with delegations relating"to these authorities.
Because the delegations that are currently in place for RCRA
Subtitle C and the "Safe Drinking Water Act do not include this
explicit reser,'ation, we will need to make conforming amendments
to the Administrator's delegation under these authorities. This
will be done as part of the third phase of delegations
adjustments associated with the reorganization. In the meantime,
as a function of their reporting relationship with the CECA AA,
the Regional Counsels will be expected to consult with OECA,
consistent with this memorandum, on nationally significant
administrative matters arising under these authorities.

~ere ,CECA opts in, the concurrence requirement will be
fashioned to reflect the character of the matter at hand. In
some circumstances, CECA's concurrence will be required only for
resolution of the nationally significant issue (as opposed to
requiring concurrence on the settlement); in others, such as
where the'nationally significant issue is so fundamental to the
case that the resolution of the case inevitably speaks to the
issue in an important way, the Assistant Administrator's
concurrence will be required for the settlement.
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performance standards and reviews will be adjusted to focus
more heavily on Reqional Counsel parformancQ'under the
redeleqation. In a~dition, overall Regional enforcement
performance will be closely evaluated through the periodic
audits mentioned above. OVer time, a differential approach
to overseeing Regional implementation of the enforcement and
compliance assurance program' can b~ expected to d$v$lop.
For example, a program within a Region, or an entire
Regional office, which consistently pe,rforms at or ~bove
expected performance levels may require less attent~on from
an auditing standpoint. similarly, CECA ~ay respond
diffarently ~o ohoicQC vhether to opt in or opt out,fo~
purposes of concurrence depending on Regional performance
under the redeleqation. Ultimately, if a Region, or a
pro9ra~ within a Region, performs at levels below
expectations and does not self correct, the redeleqation may
be withdrawn in whole or in part from ~ha~ partioularRegion.

The delegation attempts to replace a "one size fits alll'
approach to concurrences with a new system under which CECA's

role. as policy maxor can play out on issues raised by cases
without necessarily forcing all aspects of a case throu9h a
formal concurrence process. In some circumstances, it may be
possible for OECA to respond to the nationally significant issue
and then step out of the case. Other cases will require more
continuou£ CECA invclvenent in order ~o ensure national
consistency, bring a national perspective to bea.r, or address a
matter of national policy.

Generally, the new system contemplates that as the level of
~ensi~ivi~y and polioy concern in cases increases, so too will
Headquarters involvement. To work well, this syste~ will depend
on the exercise of sound judgment both at Headquarters and in the
Regions in identifying issues of national cpncern and
structuring, as appropriate and according.to the flexibility
afforded by the redelegation, an ~ppropriate level of'
Headquarters involvement. A core value that must be embraced by
~ll is the desir~ to identify and address nati.onal~y significant
lssues as early 1n the case process as possible. 'To do 60 will
reduce ~isunderstandi~9 a~d minimize clai~5 that Headquarters is
en9aging in "late hits" or that the Regions are "hiding the
ball.'1 The process envisioJ"jed by the redeleqation encourages the
free and frank exchange of ideas between and among Regional and
Headquarters staff, in order to allow each office's expertise to
be brought to bear in a meaningful and professional ~anner.

THE NATURE OF HEADOUJ..RTERS INVOLVEMENT IN CAS~

In our new system, we will look at cases as falling into one
of several basic categories. Those categories and the roles of
Headquar~ers and Regional personnel in each category are set
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forth below:

0 "National proqram" cases --These are cases that arise in
programs that are not implemented at the Regional level,
such as the Mobile Source program and enforce.ment of the -'
adverse effects reporting requirements under -FIFRA, and..' I
cases wh~ch are Headquarters-dr~ven because the data systems
necessary to identify noncompliance are maintained at
Headquarters (~, CFC import and export cases, certain
acid rain cases, etc.)~ In these cases, Headquarters has
the lead role, with little. or no regional involvement..

0 "National violator" cases --These are cases aga'inst a
single entity involving violations at facilities in more
than one Region (~, the Louisiana ~ac~ multi-facilitycase). 

In these cases, Headquarters will have the EPA lead
for overall case direction and coordination~ Generally,
Regional personnel will be responsible for developing'and
supporting those components of the case that arise in theirRegion. 

In national violator cases in which a
disproportionate number of violating facilities are located
in a single region, OECA may determine that it is more
appropriate for personnel from that Region to play the lead
role" essentially reporting to OECA in this capacity.

0 "National Initiatives.' --These are clusters of cases
involving more than one Region centered around a sector of
the regulated ~ommunity (~, the pulp and paper
initiative), a geographic area, (~, the Mexican border), a
pollutant (e.g~, the lead initiative), or a particular kind
of regulatory requirement (~, the RCRA non-notifierinitiative). 

In these circumstances, OECApersonnel will.
have a lead role in coordinating the overall project,
including developing initiative guidance, screening cases
for inclusion in the initiative, and qiving direction in
terms of timinq of activities, communication strategy, etc.
Generally, Regional p~rsonnel will serve as the Agency lead
for the individual cases that are included in the rinitiative. '

0 .Sinqle Region cases --This category includes cases which
arise in the ordinary course of events within a Region as
well as self-contained regional initiatives. Regionalpersonnel 

will serve as the Agency lead for cases in thiscategory. 
Headquarters involvement will be determined

largely by the redelegation of authority.. Thus, in
redelegated cases, Headquart~rs personnel will ordina~ily

4In the near term, I will be doing an addi.tional delegation
of authority within CECA for settlements in cases falling into
this category.
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not be 'involved; in non-redeleqated cases, Headquarters
personnel will be involved for the purpose of providing
national perspective and expertise, 'keeping the AA/OECA and
other critical Headquarters decision-makers advised, and
inf,orming AA/OECA concurrence. Whether or not Headquarters
is involved, the Regio,nal Counsels will, by providing copies
to ORE of referrals to the Department of Justice and throuqh
regular reports and periodic consultation, be responsible
for keeping theAA/OECA and ORE informed regarding programactivities.

This guidance regarding Headquarters involvement should not
be viewed rigidly. Rather, it should be viewed flexibly, with an
eye towards using the .overall resources available to the program
to get the job done. Thus, where, for example, a national
initiative calls for work that is beyond a Region's resources,
CECA p'ersonnel may be deployed to the Region to work wit.~
Regional management in leading.case developing efforts.

Si~ilarly, apart from the redelegation, the need to provide
training opportunities that will leave Headquarters personnel
better able to perform their policy and regulatory role may'
suggest involvement in circumstances not expressly contemplatedabove. 

Additionally, CECA retains the authority to take action,
after consultation with the Regional 'Administrator, in the place
of a Region in the rare situation where the Region is unprepared
to respond to a problem of national concern or to assume the.lead
in a case which is of such paramount national interest as to
require daily involvement by the AA/OECA (e.g., Love canal).

CONCLUSION

In sum, this guidance and redelegation should help the
Agency turn a corner in the Headquarters/Regional relationship in
the enforcement and compliance assurance arena. Our new approach
not only will preserve, but reinforce OECA's leadership role' for
the enforcement and compliance assurance program, particularly as
it relates to nationally significant cases and issues. At the
same time, it will empower managers in the Regions to .implement
the Regional enforcement program in a more efficient manner.
Moreover, the accountability mechanism contemplated here--
systematic audits, after-the-fact review of pertinent decision
documents, and differential oversight --should leave CECA bett~r
able to identify problems and respond to them holistically than
is possible under the current system. Frequent and regular
contacts between Headquarters and Regional managers will be
essential to the success of the new system. At the one-year
anniversary of the effective date of 'this memorandum we will
revi.ew this guidance and redelegation to determine whether any
adjustments are needed.

Attachments
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V. Roles and Responsibilities
---

should have the lead, with participation from the other. depending on the nature of
the matter. ..

6. Case Development ind Management

8. 

General Background

The area of case dev~lopment and m.anagement presents the largest.
challenge for setting out appropriate roles and responsibilities because there are .so
many functions, so much work. and legitimate disagreements over dividing
responsibilities between. the Regions and Headquarters, The Task Force spent a
great deal of its time and effort dealing with roles and responsibilities in this area.

The Task Force believes that a number of principles should ,guide the
Headquarters/Regions relationship in case developr:nent and manage~ent including:
Use resources efficiently and effectively; avoid duplication of effort and second
guessing; maximize delegations; use a team approach to problem solving based on
trust, cooperation, and respect; determine roles based on need for unique
perspectives and knowledge; provide clear and timely Headquarters 9,uidance that
allows Regions a specified degree of flexibility and sets out a process for greaterflexibility based on the facts of a specific case. .

The Task Force's recommended roles and responsibilities between Regions
and Headquarters reflect the general and normal delineation of roles and
responsibilities that would take place for case development and management and
should not be viewed as an absolute. Overall, there needs to .be a balance
betWeen empowerment and consistency. Specific 'cas~ facts relating to
precedential concerns, the need to deviate from established policies, or other
matters may warrant the need for greater Headquarters involvement. However,
with the exception of nationally run enforcement programs, the presumption is thatRegions manage their cases. .

I

Currently, responsibility for administrative cases is largely delegated to the
Regions with minimal Headquarters involvement. Headquarters mvolvement is
usually limited to administrative cases resulting from national programs that are
managed entirely out of Headquarters ~r mobile sources) and administrative
actions brought under new statutory or regulatory authority, for which the Regions
typically have submitted their first three such actions for Headquarters approval.
However r there are also occasional circumstances when, because of the

14



V. Roles and Responsibilities

precedential nature of issues involved in administrative cases, Headquartersbecomes involved. .

Under the reorganized enforcement program, the Task Force' generally
believes that development, management, and settlement of the significant majoritY
of administrative cases should continue to be handled by the Regions. However,
for regional cases that (a) rise to a level of national attention, {b) are mutti.regional
cases against a company, economic sector, or ecosystem, or (c) are part of' .
national enforcement initiatives, the Task. Force generally believes that some
degree of HeadQuarters involvement (which can range from consultation to
concurrence) would be advisable and that in Some cases a Headquarters lead
wouJd be appropriate. The Task. Force believes these three types of cases are
likely to oboe a relatively small percentage of all regional administrative cases.
Whether a Region or HeadQuarters should "have the -'ead" and the extent of the
other office's participation and/or concurrence in these cases would depend on the
nature and facts of the case. There should be criteria and guidance to help guide
these d~cisjons. The most important consideration, however, is that the de~ision
on the :ead responsibility for such administrative cases must be made as early in
the process as possible.

Currently, Regions have been delegated less authQfity for initiating,
c~nducting, and settling judicial cases than for administrative cases. Headquarters
involv.e"'-:lent is significant. Under the reorganized enforcement program, the Task
Force generally believes that development, management, and settlement of the
majority of judicial cases should be delegated to Regions. Howeve.r, the Task
Force believes that cases that (a) rise to a level of national attention, (b) are multi-
regional cases against the same company, or (c) are part of national enforcement
initiatives, courd be either Regional read with Headquarters
concurrence/participation or Headquarters lead with Regional
concurrence/paiticip~tion, depending on the nature and facts of each case. As
with administrative cases; there should be criteria and guidance to help guide these
decisions. The most important consideration, however, is that the decision on the

.r

lead responsibility for such judicial cases must be made as early in the process aspossible. .

b. Delegations Proposal

In light of these consideratic>ns, the Task. Force recommends that the
Assistant Administrator for CECA consider a number of delegations in the context
of overall environmental enforcement case management. These delegations are

15



V. Roles and Responsibilities

appropriate in light of the Administrator's commitment to streamlining, ensuring
national consistency, and implementing the recommendations of the National
Pertorman~e Review. 'These delegation principles are not intended to substitute for
the principle that good communication between Headquarters and the Regions is '

essential tor consistent and efficient Agency enforcement.

'The Task Force suggests consideration of the, following principles:

.(i) It is appropriate to further delegate civil judicial case initiation,
management. and settlement authorities to Regional Administrators/Regional
Counsels. The Task Force expects that authority for initiation, management, and
settlement of the majority of cases will be delegated to the Regions, and Regions,
will be, held accountable for appropriate exercise of that authority. These include
all cases not falling within the exceptions to be set forth in guid,elines, as noted in
(ii) below.

Adr" :nistrative enforcement authorities have largely been delegated to
regional offices. The Task Force expects that the authorities for initiation, .

management, and settlement of these cases witt be maintained in the Regions,
with exceptions limited to those set forth in guidelines,"as noted in (ii) below:

Iii) Consistent with the Administrator's .desire that EPA speak with one
enforcemerlt voice, the Assistant Administrator for CECA should be included in the
decision-making process at any time that it becomes apparent that a civil judicial or
administrative case will raise issues of national precedence or national significance.
Depending upon the levet of national precedence or significance, inclusion and'
participation of. the Assistant Administrator for CECA will vary from consultation to
concurrence in regionally-managed cases to actual Headquarters lead in case
development and management.

The Task Force believes that a number of factors should be considered in
r

ascertaining whether a case is of national significanc.e or nationarry-precedential,
and what level of delegation is therefore appropriate. These factors include the
dollar value of assessed penalties, the precedential character of the case or specific
issues involved, the degree of national importance and public interest in the case,
whether a case covers facilities or environmental contamination problems in
multiple Regions, whether a proposed senlement is within national norms, whether
a case is initiated within the context of a national initiative, and whether a case is
consistent with legislative proposals under consideration.

16
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V. Roles and Responsibilities

(iji) Assuring that the Administrator's goals of national consistency end
streamlining ere met will require that the Assistant Administrator-.for CECA
introduce and implement a system of accountability. In accordance with the
delegations outlined in (b)- above. the system must include some contemporaneous
review of the case initiation, management, and settlement in nationally significant
cases, as well as in cases-in which national settlement criteria have not been met
~ recovery of economic benefit of non.compJiance). In addition, the Task
Force recommends institution of systematic QgJ.1 ~ reviews of regional
enforcement program performance, and consistency with national enforcement'
policies. The Task Force recommends that this review yield sanctions for non
conformance with nationa( policy. a recognition of superior performance, and
consideration of differential delegations if appropriate.

c. Recommended Rores and Responsibilities
.-.

Based on the above discussion, a number of functions should fall into the
category of Headquarters in the lead with Regional participation. These include
.national priority setting and ~argeting, technical and legal suPPOrt on national
issues, clearinghouse/coordir:tation, development of information systems,
Headquarters providing technical and legal support on Regional cases; providing
technical experts on key cases, DOJ interface, policy and guidance on case
management, coordination with OGC, communication and coordination among
Regions, criminal case devel~~:pment, and citizen suit matters.

Regions should have the lead on regional targeting and screening, and
communicating and coordinating with Headquarters and States.

The Regions and Headquarters should share the responsibility for ensuring
consistency with national policy guidance, but the Task Force recognizes that
Headquarters should have an audit function with respect to the Regions. .On
administrative appeals, the Regions should have the lead with Headquarters
concurrence on both the decision to appeal and the conduct of the case. For .

,
judicial appeals, Headquarters should have the lead with Regional concurrence.
The same is true for contractor listing. In defensive litigation, in both pre-
enforcement review and counterclaims, Headquarters or the Regions should havethe lead, with the other participating, depending on the case. .

..

On most administrative cases, the Regions should have the lead in
developing, managing, litigating, and resolving'the matters., In several categories
of administrative cases, Headquarters should, be in,volved, and on rare occasions

l'
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Guidelines for Identification of
Nationally Significant Cases or ISSU.~

-

The following guidelines and examples set forth indicators
of national significance for purposes of determining the
involvement of the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
in Regional enforcement cases, and the exercise of any case
settlement authorities delegated to Regional Counsels. These
guidelines should not, however, be the sole basis for any
determination regarding the presence of nationally significant
issues in an 'enforcement action; indeed, what is "nationally
significant" wi,ll necessarily reflect the current climate in
which the Agency carries out its mission. For example, matters
which would not ordinarily be nationally significant may become
such when they relate to statutory reauthorization or ot~er
legislative developments. Regional Counsels are expected to
consult with the appropriate Office of Regulatory Enforcement'
Division Director, on any iss:o,:..:s of national significance which
have been identified, yet do not otherwise fall within any of the
guidelines set forth below. These guidelines may be periodically
supplemented or revised to reflect additional indicia of national
significance, or to remove any indicia listed below for which
Headquarters attention is no longer required.

Examples of case or issues which raise indicia of nationalsiqnificance:

1)

Cases or issues that have precedential character

0

0

0

0

0
0

Initial use of new authorities .New use of existing authority. .

Issue of first impressio~ ..
Unresolved policy, legal or technical issue
Change in national policy or legal interpretation.Applications 

of new technology

2) Cases or issues that rise to a level of national attention
or siqnificant public interest

0

0

0

0
0
0

Significant citizen concern (especially significant
environmental justice issues)
Significant political attention
Major state/local government relationship issues
Cases against municipalities
Major environmental or public health threat
Shut down of a facility



0

0

0

International implications (e.g. trade, importviolations, Basel Convention) .

Major inter-agency implications, including fede-ralfacilities ...

Settlem~nts ipvolving cutting edge Supplemental
Environmental Projects

3)

-

Cases or issues that are potentially affected by leqislativeproposals 
under consideration, emerqinq requlatoryproposals, 

or evolvinq policy chanqes

(e.g. Clean Water Act reauthorization, municipalincineration)

Cases that are multi-Reqional4)

0
0

Multi~Regional case against one company
Multi-Regional initiative (e.g. geographic, sec~or,...~-pollutant, regulatl.on) ..

Cases or issues that deviate frOM the national norm5)

Deviation from established policy
Deviation from established guidance
Deviation from previous legal positions

0

0
0
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Oc) UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

8 S94JUl
~ OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT:

Redelegation of the Assistant Administrator for CECA's
Concurrence Aut,hority in Settlement of Certain Civil
Judicial an~ AdmiiWistra .ve Enforcement Actions

Steven A., Herman
Assistant Adminis rato

FROM:TO:

Assistant Administrators
Regional Administrators
Deputy Regional Administrators
Regional Counsel
OECA Office "Directors
OECA Division Directors

This memorandum constitutes the formal redelegation of
certain settlement concurrence authorities cur".ently reserved for
the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement. ana Compliance
Assurance, and serves as an attachment t.o the July 8, 1994 CECA
memorandum entitled, "Redelegation .of Authority and Guidance on.
Headquarters Involvement 'in Regulatory Enforcement Cases." The
authorities which are hereby redelegated are listed below, as
well as the procedure, conditions, and limitations that apply
when such redelegated authorities are exercised by either the
RegiQnal Counsels or the Director of the Office of Regulatory
Enforcement of OECA. The July 8/ 1994 memorandum mentioned above
should be consulted for additional clarification on the';
procedures to be used to implement these redelegations, as :w~l~
as the expectations and responsibilities that follow these I
settlement authorities.

Authorities

To settle or exercise the Assistant Administrator's
concurrence- in the settlement of_civil-judicial and
administrative enforcement actions which involve a bottom-line
penalty of less than $500,000 under the Clean Water-Act, the Safe
Drinking Wa~er Act, the Clean Air Act, the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act, the Federal Insecticide; Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act, and the Toxic Substances Control Act.

@ Printed on Recycled Paper
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To settle or exercise the Assistant Administrator's
concurrence in the settlement of civil judicial and
administrative enforcement actions which involve' a bottom-line
penalty of $500,000 or above, in actions under the above-
mentioned statutes for which the Director for the. Office of -
Regulatory Enforcement of OECA dete1:"tnines that, in light of theissues' 

presented, the concurrence of the Assistant Administratoris not necessary. .

To Whom Redelegated

This authority may not beThe Regional Counsels.
redelega ted-.

, -

Process and Limitations

The Regional Counsels must consult with the Assista~~
Administrator for Enforcement and Compliance Assurance or his
designee prior to exercising this redelegated authority under the
following circumstances: (1) a proposed settlement wot~~.d not
comport with applicable penalty policies or recover th~ full
amount of economic benefit of noncompliance from a violator not.
in bankruptcy; or (2) the case raises issues of national
significance or otherwise rises to a level of national attention.

The Regional Counsels are responsible in the first inst.ance
for identifying such cases and/or issues as they arise, and ar~ '
expected to inform the Director of the Office of Regulatory
Enforcement of the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
as soon as they are identified. Criteria ,for determining whether
a case or issue are nationally significant, or have risen to a
level of national attention, are set forth in the July 8, 1994
OECA:memorandum entitled hRedelegation of Authority.and GuidanceI ' .
on Headquarters Involvement 1n Regulatory Enforcement Cases."
Part~cular issues of national interest or concern may also be
identified ,by the'Division Director~ in the Office of RegulatoryEnforcement. 

Regional Co~nsels should use discretion in
identifying other issues which are nationally significant, yet do
not otherwise fall within the guidelines or examples containedtherein.

I

Following the appropriate consultation between the Regional
Counsel and the Director of the,Office of Regulatory Enforcement
of OECA, or the appropriate ORE Division Director, regarding the
above-reference~ issues. OECA may. at the Division Director
level, determine that concurrence of the Assistant Administrator
is appropriate for the matter at hand. in which case concurrence
will be required.

This redelegation does not extend to Headquarters-initiated
cases
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